THE AMERICAN ROSIE MOVEMENT
Helps You Work With Rosies

“Rosies” = Women who worked on the home front in WWII, now in their 90s,
who are often called Rosie the Riveters
“Thanks!” = An IRS approved nonprofit organization that helps people know
and work with Rosies, known as “Thanks! Plain and Simple, Inc.”
“Rosie work” = high-quality work done cooperatively for a higher cause,
modeling work Rosies did during WWII
“The American Rosie Movement” = “the people” work fast and well with Rosies
to bring Rosies’ important contributions to life now, for the future.
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Key Points for You to Share:

Rosies are important. Yet, they are not well known or thanked.
Rosies’ time is short to work with you, to benefit you and America.
Rosies equaled the number of men in the military during the war.
Rosies seldom know they’re important or know other Rosies.
Rosies are important to the past, present and future because they:
A. Helped shorten and win WWII, with quality, cooperative work
B. Pioneered the women’s movement, by guiding their daughters
C. Often cared for veterans wounded in body and spirit
D. Proved that America can - and will - pull together to do cooperative,
high-quality work for a higher cause

“Thanks!”:

1. Gives you a role in the American Rosie Movement (ARMS UP!).
2. Builds the Rosie movement from nine years of work with Rosies.
3. Guides “the people” to work with Rosies, so that Americans create a
movement that is not blaming but cooperative.
4. Offers an array of projects so that “the people” can easily become a major
force to pull American together for a better future.
5. Helps you learn by doing, so you have the experience of a lifetime.

YOU:

Choose how you contribute – find and interview Rosies; create art and
music; write; design parks; name buildings for Rosies: organize local, national
and international events; work with your hands to show you are preserving a
higher cause; teach teachers about Rosies, create something new to help pass
the Rosie Legacy to others who will help.

Rally for Rosies to Respect your Rights and Responsibilities
www.rosietherivetermovement

Thanks! Plain and Simple, Inc.
304 / 776-4743 or 304 / 545-9818

managngbetter@earthlink.net

